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Introduction

This post conveys an email I received from a female reader on 2022/8/18. Her testimony about familial
Headship / Patriarchy is a reminder of how things are supposed to be, and illustrates a social structure that
can be implemented to align our families to the Christian ideal.

RedPillBoomer shared his observations of presumed good Christian girls corruption after going off to
college.

“I always wondered about the women of my generation that got married, raised kids in
suburbia, and seemingly had a conservative bent in some of the ways involving their child
rearing practices. Their girls dressed fairly modestly as teens for the most part, took music
lessons, played girls sports, did well in school, some went to church, etc.

Their girls then spent their twenties off at college (including Christian colleges I might add) being
party girls, chasing the bad boys, sleeping with them, and living what they refer to now as their
“hoe phase.” Then I’d see these girls in their late twenties into their early thirties getting around
their family members trying in some ways to “turn the clock back” and regain some facsimile of
their growing up phase to “land a husband / provider” type man for marriage. The modest dress
would return, they’d try to act more grown up and responsible, etc. Some in the Manosphere
cynically refer to this as being a “Chameleon,” pretending to be one thing, in this case an older
“good girl,” yet in reality, underneath, a bad girl in disguise.

It struck me as odd that these mom’s (and dad’s) didn’t teach them [why bad boys are attractive
and why they should resist that attraction and train their attraction to good men]. It seemed
strange to me that the parents invested all that effort in raising their daughters “right” and then
just let it all out the window when the girls graduated from high school.
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I know intellectually why this happened, stuff like the cultural conditioning of feminism (focus
on your career and don’t get married too young, “You can have it all!”), wokeism, etc.  However,
at a more emotional level, it still seems odd to me these types of situations occurred at all.  Why
invest all that time, energy, resources and YEARS as parents to “swim upstream” against today’s
culture in an attempt to raise “good girls” and then let it all “fly out the window” when the girls
became young adults?”

[Begin Essay]

I am writing in response to the last paragraph of RedPillBoomer’s comment, but realised it was way too
long for a comment.  And perhaps also not my place as a woman in a men’s forum.

The simple answer to this is most parents simply will not believe this can happen to THEIR kids.  “It can
happen to others, but NOT mine!”  Till it does!

And it happens frequently — ALL the time!  Parents should not be surprised to see what happens when they
relinquish their authority over their daughters by sending them away to college.

This reminds me of something my father taught me when I was a teenager, and I have since then observed
it in my own life.  So I thought I would respectfully share this with you.

Sex Specific Differences in Group Interactions
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There are fundamental differences between how men and women behave and react in groups.

A man usually prefers to join a group in which he has a shared interest.  So if what the group “does”
interests him, he will hang out with them.  If not, he would rather be a lone ranger or join a different
group that he has a shared interest in.  The men may be very very dissimilar but the shared interest makes
them a group.  A science guy will not join a football league unless he likes football.  Even if they were to
invite him.

Girls are very different.  Girls join a group that another girl invites them to join.  And then she becomes LIKE
the group.  Most “all girl’s groups” are rarely about a shared interest but how well they get along with EACH
other.  Every all-girl’s group has a “Queen Bee” and a “Sidekick” who is not as pretty or as much of a leader
as the Queen Bee, but second and moreso than the others.  The Sidekick must purport herself as the Queen
Bee’s “Best Friend” at all times.  The other girls adopt various roles of some other social placeholders, but
they all must get along with the rest — or else face the risk of exclusion, or (gasp!) rejection from the group.

Jack’s Note: We often talk about Hierarchies in men’s social groups and in larger organizations such as the
military or the workplace, but here we see that hierarchies form in women’s groups too. And just like in
men’s groups, you have to fit into the hierarchy and follow, or get out or else be thrown out.  The lesson here
is that hierarchies are absolutely necessary for both men and women to establish an ordered social structure.

Stacey may hate divorce.  Stacey may hate green hair.  Stacey may want to be a virgin till she gets married.
 But then Stacey joins a group where 4 out of 5 women have green hair and tattoos, are banging Ch@ds,
and/or are getting a divorce — and guess what?  After a period of social acculturation, Stacey becomes a
green haired tattooed Ch@d banger who will divorce her future husband one day. Surprise!

I do not care how many sermons Stacey has heard about marriage, self-esteem, or chastity — Stacey is
going where the group is going!  There are NO dissimilar women in a group — all wannabe the Queen bee
or have the approval of the Queen Bee.  The most cruel thing in a girl’s group is to be UNFRIENDED.  Girls
will avoid this AT ALL COSTS!!!

In summary, in a men’s forum, it is the shared interest that brings very dissimilar men to a common
place.  In a woman’s forum, all the women are alike or will soon become alike. There are no exceptions.
Expecting a girl to NOT conform to a group and thus face rejection is like expecting a nerd to join the
football team just so he can get beat up, shamed, and ridiculed every day. Utter foolishness!
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Women are not Made to be Independent

My father refused to send me away to college even though I had very high scores.  He supported my
education in a local college — the best in our town.  But I lived in HIS house till the day I got married.

My father gave me an explanation for his decision in the form of an analogy, which was this — God is the
Potter.  Man is clay.  Woman is water.  God shapes the clay.  The clay holds the water and gives it substance
in which the water moves and lives and has its full being.

In other words, Men PERFORM.  Women CONFORM.

He then told me — in Genesis — first man was alone for a while before God said it was not good for him to
be alone.  But from her first breath, woman was NEVER alone.  She went from God directly to Adam.  She
was NEVER on her own.  Her purpose was to be Adam’s companion and helper.  Women cannot function
outside of that role!  If there is no man to be the clay pot in which she moves, she will find a “boyfriend” or
a group of other women to be a surrogate pot, and then she will become just like them!

https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2012/06/08/the-boyfriend-invention/
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My father told me, it was not my education or lack thereof that made me untrustworthy to be on my own,
and not because he did not believe I had the intellect or agency to care for myself.  The reason was because
my female nature was to conform and to be a helper, and it would be irresponsible and foolish of him to
remove me from that role.  A Father does not give his charge (daughter) to a college or any other group.
 That did not mean I could not have friends, but I was never to forget that I was under HIS authority and
after marriage — my husband’s.

This is also why both my father and my husband “approve” (as in having final say) of who my friends are.
 They do not select or choose my friends.  I do.  But to hang out with them a little longer, they needed to be
“okayed” by dad (before marriage) and hubby (after).  Interestingly, all of my closest women friends are in
my family, like my mom, sister, and niece.  I do have church women friends and other friends, but not at
the closest level.  I think this protects me from group think so that my husband is not just my major
influence but my ONLY influence.  Other than my personal walk with Christ of course.

Primary Groups and Roles for Females

For a woman, her primary “group” leader is ‘Father’, and then “Husband” after she marries.  Her roles are to
be a helper and companion to her husband, and a mother to his children, and once she completes these
roles successfully, she takes on an additional role to mentor younger women within the family / group
very specifically about how to behave (Titus 2:3-5).  If her husband dies, she is to marry again, or if she is
older, to be an influence in the church teaching younger women.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Titus+2%3A3-5&version=NKJV
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In short, her “group” leader is…

Father, if single → Husband, if married → Second husband, if widowed → The Church, if older.

She conforms to these leaders.  It is in her nature.  That was the significance of the father giving the bride’s
hand in marriage to the husband.  It is moving from one “group leader” — Father — to another “group
leader” — Husband.

When I got married, my father actually made a speech about it.  How he would always support me but I
now belonged to, was answerable to, and was to submit to my husband.  The onus of responsibility of
being my “leader” — though I do believe the word he used was “head” — was passed on to my husband.

Jack’s Note: In most patriarchal societies (e.g. ANE, Chinese Filial Piety, et al.), the eldest son takes on the
role of leading / caring for his mother after her husband has died.

Epilogue

In ALL the years of human history — ACROSS cultures — when a girl went from father to husband —
marriage thrived.  In any culture where this fails — the culture fails.

Women are not meant to be independent.  Our purpose is to be companions and helpers.  Unfortunately,
Satan has deceived us into accompanying and helping exploiters and playboys instead of fathers and
husbands.

The truth is, every single woman IS dependent on a leader and/or a group, and she IS conforming to that
group.  If the group is not father / husband and family, then she is dependent on…
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Consumerism — Corporations lead her to buy their products and service their offices for a cheap,
monthly wage.
Celebrities — lead her with the lie that they can have it all.
Fly-by-night F-boys — sate her lonely libido with an occasional Pump-n-Dump, leaving her all the more
desperate, diseased, and insane.
Political leaders — lead her with dumb ideologies.
Pharmas — lead her to buy more drugs to cope with life when it all comes to crash and burn her.
The “Boyfriend” — wasting her precious peak years with someone she’ll never marry.
Women’s social groups — “Girl’s night out!”

They ALL are her “group leaders” and “heads” instead of father and husband.

That is why it is a bad idea for women to be on their “own”.  They NEVER were meant to be.  That is why
Feminism is so destructive.  Because it removes women from their father and says husband is irrelevant.

Apologies for this long post, but this is what my father explained.  I do believe he protected me.

[End of Essay]
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“After a period of social acculturation, Stacey becomes a green haired tattooed Ch@d banger who will divorce her
future husband one day. Surprise!”

Saw this happen with a young Christian wife that I knew. She had graduated from a good Christian college and
married her college sweetheart, an up-and-coming chemist. They were attending church and involved in ministry
there.

She got to the bug for having a career instead of starting a family. She got into acting and eventually real estate after
COVID. PLUS, she started hanging around single, secular women her age and travelling on the road with young, single
men, fellow actors. How do I know? Well, I knew in general this was going on, but the details were all there in her
social media posts. She is/was a prolific poster.

Needless to say, you’ve probably already figured out where this goes. Now 33, divorced or separated, significant body
count, lost a baby in miscarriage (Chads?), and I’ll bet anything she’s not only miserable, but sure wishes she had a
do-over.

Reply

Like



thedeti says:
2023-05-08 at 10:36 pm

Why all the photos of the overemoting fathers giving their daughters away in marriage? Makes men look weak.
Maybe they are weak, I don’t know. The photos don’t seem to support the points being made in the body of the post.

Reply

Liked by 1 person



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-08 at 10:55 pm

Thedeti — Maybe those fathers are crying tears of joy that she has actually duped another man into being
responsible for her? Come to think of it, they could be tears of relief as well! 

Reply

Liked by 3 people



Jack says:
2023-05-08 at 10:55 pm

Thedeti,

I thought those photos showed fathers who loved their daughters. They had invested enough in their
daughters to have an emotional response upon turning them over to their new husbands. It is a touching
moment in the marriage ceremony — or it should be, if it carries any meaning.

I think society does men a disservice by labeling all displays of male emotion as weak. Sometimes it’s good
and right for a man to display emotion. Jesus wept when Lazarus died. The prodigal son’s father cried for
joy when his son came home. A father’s emotion is what gives his children joy and confidence. Being
emotional about the right things at the right times doesn’t make a man look weak. It makes him look like
an authentic human being.

Liked by 3 people
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info says:
2023-05-09 at 3:14 am

What is weak is inappropriate crying in situations of insignificance and doing it all the time.

Liked by 2 people



Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 4:45 am

Here’s Eddie Hall, 2017 World’s Strongest Man, struggling to hold it together while talking about his
grandmother’s death. Go ahead. Tell him he’s weak to his face. I dare you.

Liked by 1 person



dave sora says:
2023-05-09 at 3:03 am

I thought the father was crying because the guy in the purple suit is a Muslim.

Reply

Liked by 1 person

thedeti says:
2023-05-08 at 11:26 pm

“It struck me as odd that these mom’s (and dad’s) didn’t teach them [why bad boys are attractive and why
they should resist that attraction and train their attraction to good men].”

I’d just like to point out that this last part can’t be done. It’s an impossibility. A woman’s attraction cannot be trained
to “good men”. Again, I’m talking here about raw, visceral, sexual attraction — the kind that makes a woman say/
think /feel “I want to have sex with that man.”

A woman cannot force herself to be attracted to certain kinds of men. Women cannot train themselves into sexual
attraction to certain men, or a man. She either is attracted or she’s not. It’s organic, spontaneous. It either happens or
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it does not. Most of the time, it does not. A woman can train herself to submit to a man, to live with a man, to serve
him, to be a wife, even have sex with him, even enjoy it if he works really really hard and does all the work and
makes it so all she has to do is show up and relax. But if she is not spotaneously and organically sexually attracted to
him, that component just won’t be there and nothing she or anyone else can do can make it be there.

The most that parents (especially fathers) can do is what is described in the rest of the body of the text: Father and
other men in the family keep her away from the men she will be most naturally sexually attracted to (usually bad
boys) and keep bad boys away from her. Father evaluates the men who show interest in her and approves or forbids.
She lives with father until she marries. She will marry a man she has enough sexual attraction to to get things
started and will have no frame of reference to evaluate him sexually against the bad boys she really enjoyed.

Also, the best she herself can do is find “good men” who are also sexually attractive. Women always omit this from
the descriptions of the men they want. They want “nice guys who treat them right” and “good men”, but you always
have to append “who are also hot” to the end of their statements.

This is one of the biggest problems women have with premarital sex — the men they marry don’t measure up to the
men they had sex with before. They had better, hotter, more satisfying sex with men who were and are objectively
more attractive than the men they married. Women who have had that kind of sex can’t pair bond, don’t want to pair
bond, and can never gain any satisfaction from sex with their husbands.

Reply
Liked by 2 people



Jack says:
2023-05-08 at 11:45 pm

Thedeti,

What you are describing is what was done in ages past with great results, but it is what modern slores call
“oppression” or “controlling women’s sexuality”, or in some instances, “r@pe”. It is violently opposed
because it runs against what Rollo called Women’s Existential Fear (2019/3/11), which is the failure to
maximize her hypergamous instincts and realize her full sexual potential. They refuse to face the fact that
maybe their fleshly nature should be controlled, just as men should control their base instincts to screw
everything that moves, spin plates, and collect defacto “wives”. Unwin showed that the level of sexual self-
control in a society is largely responsible for that society’s flourishing. A lack of sexual self-control leads to
the downfall of nations, which is what the West is experiencing now.

Reply

Liked by 1 person

thedeti says:
2023-05-09 at 12:23 am

Yes. The “drawback” to having had sex with one or two men at most in your entire lifetime is that the
woman who does that never gets to experience that toe-curling, vibrating like a tuning fork sex they
read about in their romance pr0n. They don’t know what Chad is like because they’ve never had sex
with him.

Most sexually active women today have had sex with at least one Chad. Most men today are not the
most attractive man or the best man their wives have ever bedded down with. Most women today
know this and resign themselves to a ho hum, “eh, yeah, sure, OK, I guess” marriage — and their men
don’t know this.
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Husbands: “Hell YEAH!!”

Wives: “Eh, yeah, sure, OK, I guess. Guess he’ll just haffta do.”

Like



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 12:23 am

“A woman cannot force herself to be attracted to certain kinds of men. Women cannot train
themselves into sexual attraction to certain men, or a man. She either is attracted or she’s not. It’s
organic, spontaneous. It either happens or it does not.”

This is a nurture/nature question and rarely in humans is it all nurture or nature.

“This is one of the biggest problems women have with premarital sex — the men they marry don’t
measure up to the men they had sex with before. They had better, hotter, more satisfying sex with
men who were and are objectively more attractive than the men they married. Women who have
had that kind of sex can’t pair bond, don’t want to pair bond, and can never gain any satisfaction
from sex with their husbands.”

Analyze the above with a nurture/nature mindset. A woman kept pure by her father’s oversight would seem to
be able to pair bond (nurture side) well with a man of average attraction (most of the population). No need for
the man to induce waterfalls between her legs right from the start, the process of pair bonding is cultivation
that God designed into the mix.

God’s designed cultivation is greatly hampered by sexual immorality, which shows the importance of sexual
purity.

Reply

Liked by 3 people



Jack says:
2023-05-09 at 12:34 am

RPA,

“God’s designed cultivation is greatly hampered by sexual immorality, which shows the
importance of sexual purity.”

That’s precisely why sexual immorality is a sin.

Like



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 12:51 am

Jack,

This is a crazy thought, but what if God knew what he was doing?

Liked by 1 person
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Jack says:
2023-05-09 at 1:12 am

RPA,
My crazy thought is, why can’t humans get with the program? Why is it so impossible to look
beyond the flesh?

Liked by 1 person



redpillboomer says:
2023-05-09 at 1:24 am

“This is a crazy thought, but what if God knew what he was doing?”

Here’s an even crazier one. What if we went “full stop” as a society immediately. All dads are red pilled,
all moms are submissive, nurturing women/wives, and all the dear daughters out there still under
their father’s roof kept their virginity until their FATHER married them off. They end up going from
daddy to hubby with no Chads in between. What would society be like?

Before any of you leap to “redress” RPB for his utter nonsense, it’s just a thought experiment, a
fantastical pipedream. However, as a fun “parlor game,” what would it be like out there all of a
sudden? Interesting bit of musing, don’t you think?

Liked by 2 people



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 2:24 am

RPB,

“Here’s an even crazier one. What if we went “full stop” as a society immediately. All dads
are red pilled, all moms are submissive, nurturing women/wives, and all the dear
daughters out there still under their father’s roof kept their virginity until their FATHER
married them off. They end up going from daddy to hubby with no Chads in between. What
would society be like?”

We’ll never know. A few millennia ago Proverbs 21 was written and in two verses it warns men against
contentious and rebellious women, which means the same issues we’re dealing with now existed
thousands of years ago.

Like

info says:
2023-05-09 at 3:20 am

@Jack

Consider the fact that even married couples who have sex regularly have constraints put on them by
children. And sodomites are far more promiscuous.

Within marriage therefore sex isn’t that addictive by comparison.

Consider also how that less processed food is healthier and more wholesome than more processed
junk food which is designed to be more addictive.
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Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 3:52 am

“What if we went “full stop” as a society immediately. All dads are red pilled, all moms are
submissive, nurturing women/wives, and all the dear daughters out there still under their
father’s roof kept their virginity until their FATHER married them off. They end up going
from daddy to hubby with no Chads in between. What would society be like?”

Crime would drop to zero, the national debt would be paid off in a few years, a few years later we’d
have a sovereign wealth fund so big that taxes would be unnecessary, and a few years later we’d be
mining asteroids and colonizing the Solar System.

Like



Bardelys the Magnificent says:
2023-05-09 at 1:19 am

I cannot change the fact that chocolate cake tastes sweet and that I’d rather eat it than broccoli. I can,
however, realize that it is not good for me long-term to eat chocolate cake and abstain or moderate my
consumption of it; by my own will if I am strong enough, or with the aid of another if I am not. To say
“women can’t help it” may be true, but it’s letting them off the hook. Now we’re back to the question of female
agency. If women truly can’t help it, they need to have their choices caged in the manner the OP describes. If
they can, leave them be.

Reply
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info says:
2023-05-09 at 3:30 am

You can cook broccoli to be tasty however.

Fried in salted butter. Very delightful! 

Liked by 1 person



Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 4:01 am

That’s another false dichotomy. Men can’t help desiring to pump-and-dump every hottie they see, but
they can learn to not behave that way. The same is true for women and their desires.

Agency is mostly about behavior, not desire. Treat women like they have agency — i.e., hold them
accountable for their behavior and its consequences — and they’ll start exercising it more. And no, you
don’t have to wait until “society” gets onboard. That’s futile and unnecessary. You can treat women in
your circle like they have agency, and preferably, join a community that does the same.

Liked by 1 person

Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 4:03 am

@ info,
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“You can cook broccoli to be tasty however.

Fried in salted butter. Very delightful! ”

Broccoli stir-fried with bacon is delicious.

Liked by 1 person



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 4:37 am

Oscar,

“Agency is mostly about behavior, not desire. Treat women like they have agency — i.e.,
hold them accountable for their behavior and its consequences — and they’ll start
exercising it more. And no, you don’t have to wait until “society” gets onboard. That’s futile
and unnecessary. You can treat women in your circle like they have agency, and preferably,
join a community that does the same.”

I resemble this remark. You don’t even need community around you to pull it off, but given the
conforming tendencies of women, it helps.

Liked by 1 person



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 4:40 am

“You can cook broccoli to be tasty however.

Fried in salted butter. Very delightful! ”

“Broccoli stir-fried with bacon is delicious.”

The random musings of my youngest child from the back seat of my truck can by hysterical. Last week
he told me he was going to be a chef that invents new dishes. His first order of business is going to be
making broccoli taste like ice cream. I told him mothers all over the world would worship him and
that he’d be a trillionaire. He’s all in! 

Liked by 1 person



info says:
2023-05-09 at 9:35 am

@Oscar

Damn I can even smell the bacon and butter from your comment. 

Liked by 2 people

Jack says:
2023-05-09 at 9:42 am

“It struck me as odd that these mom’s (and dad’s) didn’t teach them [why bad boys are
attractive and why they should resist that attraction and train their attraction to good men].”
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“I’d just like to point out that this last part can’t be done. It’s an impossibility. A woman’s
attraction cannot be trained to “good men”. Again, I’m talking here about raw, visceral, sexual
attraction — the kind that makes a woman say/ think /feel “I want to have sex with that man.”

Yes, so maybe it’s time for us to come up with a new paradigm of “attraction”, because feral attraction is a
non-starter for rehabilitating the church and the wider culture. Feral attraction is what got us into this
mess in the first place. Now that we understand it well, thanks to the Red Pill, we can use God’s Word to
guide us in discovering how to work around this and determine how things should properly be done.

Maybe my previous mini-series from last August will make more sense to you now.

Σ Frame: Roundup on Attraction and Marital Sanctification (2022/9/2)

Reply
Liked by 1 person



OKRickety says:
2023-05-25 at 8:03 am

TheDeti said: ‘you always have to append “who are also hot” to the end of their statements.’.

It’s a given but rarely stated.

Reply

Liked by 2 people



Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 3:31 am

Damn. I wrote a paper about French infantry in the Napoleonic era. No one invited me to a party with pretty girls. I
must be doing something wrong.

Reply
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info says:
2023-05-09 at 9:32 am

@Oscar

Unfortunately the ooga booga primal instincts of women aren’t activated with such feats of High IQ.

They want Og who smashes.

Reply
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Oscar says:
2023-05-09 at 10:47 am

A little levity for your Monday night.

https://gab.com/CertainHOPE/posts/110335166620563298
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The Eye of Sauron says:
2023-05-09 at 12:28 pm

Re: pictures of dads weeping over their daughters at the wedding.

The reason deti has the reaction to it he does (and me too, really) is filed under the heading: “Once you see the red-
pill, you cannot unsee it.”

It’s a different, alternate universe, where “giving away the bride” is a meaningful transfer of your daughter and all
the work you (and your wife) have put into teaching her how to be a good mate to her husband and mother to their
kids. It is necessarily coupled with knowing the groom, his family, their stock, and everyone’s true intentions to help
them create a loving home for their yet-to-be kids. In this alternate universe, these pictures would convey a different
message.

But we all know that the dads, wives and grooms in those pictures are not doing any of that. Unless the pictures came
from like a small, insular community of deeply religious believers. But even then, the marriage will be bombarded by
the surrounding culture soon enough.

Reply

Liked by 2 people



Jack says:
2023-05-09 at 5:51 pm

EoS,
Yes, the whole enterprise of marriage becomes debased when the bride is sexually impure, lacking
discretion, viscerally repugnant, or a selfish gold digger (Proverbs 30:21-23). The Red Pill just makes us aware
of the how and why, and how prevalent it actually is. It’s why so many men would rather take the Blue Pill.

“It’s a different, alternate universe, where “giving away the bride” is a meaningful transfer of
your daughter and all the work you (and your wife) have put into teaching her how to be a good
mate to her husband and mother to their kids. It is necessarily coupled with knowing the groom,
his family, their stock, and everyone’s true intentions to help them create a loving home for their
yet-to-be kids. In this alternate universe, these pictures would convey a different message.”

Thank you for this description of how things ought to be. Lest we forget.
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Joe2 says:
2023-05-09 at 10:18 pm

“Re: Pictures of dads weeping over their daughters at the wedding.”

He just thought about the cost of the wedding — “Why didn’t they just elope?”
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The Eye of Sauron says:
2023-05-09 at 1:18 pm

Here’s what’s going through the mind of those individuals:

Dad: “Ahh… these two. I can already see it from start to finish because I am a man. A true long-vision patriarch. Houses
bought, houses foreclosed. Jobs gained, jobs lost. Babies, miscarriages, breast cancer, back blown out. And through it all,
the character of my daughter and this guy I like will carry them. So lovely. I can’t wait to watch and help from the
sidelines.”

Groom: “Oh yeah! Hot sexy time whenever I want from now until I die! Any day, any room in the house, any position.
Sweaty, steamy fluid exchanges like a porn movie. All I have to do is make 4 times as much money as her (if she works at
all), provide, protect, give her a cool car, help with homework, chores, stay on top physical shape, don’t get drunk or
addicted to anything and have a nice nest egg at the end. I got this!”

Her: “Woo hoo! Fully loaded SUV, 6 bedroom house, and 2.1 accessory children. And no more icky blow jobs with bald
purple suit guy. Score!”

Reply
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The Eye of Sauron says:
2023-05-09 at 1:36 pm

“I also hope balding purple suit guy never finds those pictures from my 25th birthday in Vegas with those two
pro football players we met at the bar.”

Reply

Liked by 2 people



The Eye of Sauron says:
2023-05-09 at 2:10 pm

“Actually, come to think of it. Even if he does find them and confront me about my wild foursome, I’ll just
whip up some tears are tell him he’s being ‘judgemental’ about things that ‘just happened’ before we ever
met. He will fold under the weight of my pouting and shaming.”

Liked by 2 people



thedeti says:
2023-05-09 at 8:58 pm

“And then I will file for divorce and get my half of everything plus child support. If this doesn’t work out,
and it probably won’t, there’s always divorce.”

Like



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-09 at 8:40 pm

It is a test of faith to not become fully jaded once you’ve seen the truth. Even if the groom somehow found a
woman who avoided all the fluid swaps with hot guys, he’s got his work cut out for him undoing all the
daddy’s princess notions her parents taught her.

Liked by 2 people
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The Eye of Sauron says:
2023-05-10 at 1:25 am

I’m still with Deti on the wedding pics.

They look like stock photos from the internet. And if you stare at them long enough you can almost hear the
cringeworthy “daddy’s little girl” reception / toast speech that accompanies them.

A man trying to walk the perfect tightrope between letting everyone know strong and independent his daughter is
while at the same time letting the man know that he better protect, provide and treat her right.

Must be exhausting.
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caterpillar345 says:
2023-05-10 at 3:46 am

Jack has used the first picture in the OP before (of the father and daughter sitting in the sunset). I like that
picture. I hope someday if I’m a father and I have a daughter that I will have worked to become the kind of
man she can look up to and that I can cultivate the kind of relationship with her where I can teach her about
all these things in a way that will make sense to her and help her. I can only imagine how difficult that will
be.
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Liked by 1 person



Red Pill Apostle says:
2023-05-10 at 4:08 am

caterpillar345,

Have sons. You’ll thank me for the advice and you’ll live longer. 

Liked by 1 person



info says:
2023-05-10 at 8:01 am

Even if you don’t manage to have sons in a large family. You can still have sons-in-law.

Liked by 1 person

Jack says:
2023-05-10 at 6:50 pm

Caterpillar,

Thank you.

EoS wrote,
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“They look like stock photos from the internet.”

They are stock photos from the internet. Finding high-quality, relevant, and inspiring images is no
small task. I probably spend 1-2 hours a week just searching for good images to add to posts. When I
was using G00gle, B!ng, or even Duck Duck Go, I could never find any photos of masculine men,
feminine women, or healthy families. All that came up were images of “You go girl!” SIW, weakling
simps, g@y and p0rnish stuff. Memes were rare, and when they did come up, they were left leaning
and not funny at all.

A couple months ago, I started using Russian based Yandex to search for images. Now I can actually
find based images! Yandex is also excellent for searching for memes, and content from the Far-
R!ght and the Manosphere.
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